Verb + preposition 6

Add the preposition to the verb (fill the gap with the missing preposition):

1. She saved me ___ the mugger.
2. Are you searching ___ something exciting to do?
3. I’ll separate it ___ the rest of the food.
4. She smiles at me ___ kissing her.
5. I would like to speak ___ someone about what happened last week.
6. Don’t stare ___ people! It is rude.
7. You can’t stop me ___ doing it.
8. I’ll subscribe ___ the website.
9. You can’t substitute butter ___ cheese.
10. In maths you subtract smaller numbers ___ bigger ones.
11. Did you succeed ___ finishing the project on time?
12. He suffers ___ anxiety.

*now, speaking with your partner. Test their prepositions
Answer sheet

1. from
2. for
3. from
4. at
5. to/with
6. at
7. from
8. to
9. for
10. from
11. in
12. from